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Roman Portraits 2016-11-14
portrait sculptures are among the most vibrant records of ancient greek and roman culture they
represent people of all ages and social strata revered poets and philosophers emperors and
their family members military heroes local dignitaries ordinary citizens and young children
the met s distinguished collection of greek and roman portraits in stone and bronze is
published in its entirety for the first time in this volume paul zanker a leading authority on
roman sculpture today has brought his exceptional knowledge to the study of these portraits in
presenting them he brings the ancient world to life for contemporary audiences each work is
lavishly illustrated meticulously described and placed in its historical and cultural context
the lives and achievement of significant figures are discussed in the framework of the
political social and practical circumstances that influenced their portrait s forms and styles
from the unvarnished realism of the late republican period to the idealizing and progressively
abstract tendencies that followed analyses of marble portraits recarved into new likenesses
after their original subjects were forgotten or officially repudiated provide especially
compelling insights observations on fashions in hairstyling which typically originated with
the imperial family and spread as fast as the rulers latest portraits could be distributed not
only edify and amuse but also link the romans motives and appetite for imitation to our own
more than a collection catalogue roman portraits is a thorough and multifaceted survey of
ancient portraiture charting the evolution of this art from its origins in ancient greece it
renews our appreciation of an connection to these imposing timeless works

Roman Portrait Sculpture, 217-260 A.D. 1986
a wonderful collection of the expressive and powerful roman portrait sculptures

Roman Portraits 2004-10
this book offers a new approach to the history of greek portraiture by focusing on portraits
without names comprehensively illustrated it brings together a wide range of evidence that has
never before been studied as a group sheila dillon considers the few original bronze and
marble portrait statues preserved from the classical and hellenistic periods together with the
large number of greek portraits known only through roman copies in focusing on a series of
images that have previously been ignored dillon investigates the range of strategies and modes
utilized in these portraits to construct their subject s identity her methods undermine two
basic tenets of greek portraiture first that is was only in the late hellenistic period under
roman influence that greek portraits exhibited a wide range of styles including descriptive
realism and second that in most cases one can easily tell a subject s public role that is
whether he is a philosopher of an orator from the visual traits used in this portrait the
sculptures studied here instead show that the proliferation of portrait styles takes place
much earlier in the late classical period and that the identity encoded in these portraits is
much more complex and layered than has previously been realized despite the fact that these
portraits lack the one feature most prized by scholars of ancient portraiture a name they are
evidence of utmost importance for the history of greek portraiture

Ancient Greek Portrait Sculpture 2006-04-24
gian lorenzo bernini was the greatest sculptor of the baroque period and yet surprisingly
there has never before been a major exhibition of his sculpture in north america bernini and
the birth of baroque portrait sculpture showcases portrait sculptures from all phases of the
artist s long career from the very early antonio coppola of 1612 to clement x of about 1676
one of his last completed works bernini s portrait busts were masterpieces of technical
virtuosity at the same time they revealed a new interest in psychological depth bernini s
ability to capture the essential character of his subjects was unmatched and had a profound
influence on other leading sculptors of his day such as alessandro algardi giuliano finelli
and francesco mochi bernini and the birth of baroque portrait sculpture is a groundbreaking
study that features drawings and paintings by bernini and his contemporaries together they
demonstrate not only the range skill and acuity of these masters of baroque portraiture but
also the interrelationship of the arts in seventeenth century rome
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Bernini and the Birth of Baroque Portrait Sculpture 2008-01-01
during the spring of 2004 the minneapolis institute of arts held an exhibition of roman
mythological figures and portraits from the miller collection an important american private
collection of roman sculpture this richly illustrated volume presents the catalogue comprising
thirty one portrait heads funerary reliefs of people and animals and mythical figures and
beasts each work of art is presented in a full page colour photograph with a facing
description and discussion richard brilliant s introductory discussion considers the collector
s vision of his friend dr miller while sheree jaros introduces the catalogue itself

Roman and Early Byzantine Portrait Sculpture in Asia Minor
1966
explores the peculiar power of the sculpted portrait and where that power comes from

Greek and Roman Portrait Sculpture 1976
this book focuses on tullio lombardo s double portrait those mysterious noble reliefs
containing busts of young couples whose meaning has long eluded scholars positing their
significance as a new genre for private delectation created by a sculptor best known for
public and primarily funerary monuments alison luchs sets these and related works against the
striking rarity of independent portrait sculpture in venice before the mid sixteenth century
among other issues that luchs considers are venetian receptivity to the particularly
expressive quality of this genre and the style as it develops in relation to contemporary
venetian painting especially that of giorgione and his followers she concludes this richly
illustrated study by suggesting that tullio s extraordinary double portrait sculpture played a
critical role in preparing a venetian audience for the acceptance of the individualised
portrait bust

Mythological Figures and Portraits 2004
this book lends new insight into the origins of civic honorific portraits that emerged at the
end of the fifth century bc in ancient greece

Presence 2012
portraits sometimes crude in their realism or gripping in the sense of a living person were
one of the great achievements of roman art the collection of one hundred portraits in the
getty museum is one of the largest in the world dr frel surveys the history of roman portrait
art in an often controversial introduction on the purpose of portraits in roman life and
society continuing his arguments through the catalogue analyses of the individual pieces the
occasion for the book was a loan exhibition of the portraits to the philbrook art center in
tulsa this lavishly illustrated book presents a discussion of the principal views and the uses
of the portrait in ancient times the photographs include unusual views of the back and
profiles of many portraits to show the care with which they were created and their damages and
reworking over the centuries the catalogue also includes five portraits that are late
evocations of the antique and outright forgeries

Tullio Lombardo and Ideal Portrait Sculpture in Renaissance
Italy, 1490-1530 1995-09-29
presented in catalogue form are 64 portrait heads headless torsos and fragments of both
categories ranging in date from the first half of the 1st century b c to the 5th century a d
the catalogue is preceded by an introduction dealing with finding places material forms of
portraits and subjects special emphasis is placed on stylistic criteria for dating each work
and the more interesting examples are discussed in some detail there are not many great works
of art illustrated but many interesting types as the author says in her introduction the agora
portraits interest us not because they are unique but because they are representative
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Early Greek Portraiture 2017-05-03
this book is based on an investigation of more than five hundred recarved portraits it
includes analyses of different recarving methods some of which can be attributed to
geographically localised workshops the different recarving methods have made it possible to
suggest classifiable categories which together underpin a hypothesis that the late antique
portrait style is a consequence of the many recarved portraits at the time the practice of
portrait recarving emerged due to economic political religious and ideological factors and was
influenced by the cultural historical changes of late antiquity the conclusion gives a new
understanding of how wide ranging culturally and politically encoded and comprehensive the
practice of recarving was

Greek and Roman portrait sculpture 1976
simulating a workshop studio course this book provides action photography sequences that
enable readers to observe every step a master sculptor takes in building a portrait in clay

Roman Portraits in the Getty Museum 1981
this book provides analyses of different recarving methods in late antiquity and argues on the
basis of 500 recarved portraits that the late antique portrait style which was formerly
considered an expression of a new era was rather a technical consequence

Portrait Sculpture 1953
in this book sheila dillon offers the first detailed analysis of the female portrait statue in
the greek world from the 4th century bce to the 3rd century ce a major component of greek
sculptural production particularly in the hellenistic period female portrait statues are
mostly missing from our histories of greek portraiture whereas male portraits tend to stress
their subject s distinctiveness through physiognomic individuality portraits of women are more
idealized and visually homogeneous in defining their subjects according to normative ideals of
beauty rather than notions of corporeal individuality dillon argues that greek portraits of
women work differently than those of men and must be approached with different expectations
she examines the historical phenomenon of the commemoration of women in portrait statues and
explores what these statues can tell us about greek attitudes toward the public display of the
female body

From Face to Face 2016-08-29
exhibition catalogue exploring the relationship between art in two and three dimensions
sculpture in painting is not so much concerned with comparing the two disciplines but the
dialogue between them the exhibition the first at the henry moore institute to consist only of
paintings brings together some thirty works from the 1500s to the present day by a range of
influential artists including titian hogarth vuillard and henning exhibition henry moore
institute leeds 9 october 2009 10 january 2010

The Portrait in Clay 2015-11-24
published in conjunction with an exhibition held at the bode museum berlin aug 25 nov 20 2011
and at the metropolitan museum of art new york dec 21 2011 mar 18 2012

From Face to Face 2010-12-20
in the egyptian elite as roman citizens looking at ptolemaic private portraiture giorgia
cafici offers the analysis of private male portrait sculptures as attested in egypt between
the end of the ptolemaic and the beginning of the roman period

The Female Portrait Statue in the Greek World 2011-09-19
szukalski is now the subject of the critically acclaimed 2018 netflix documentary struggle the
life and lost art of szukalski directed by irek dobrowolski and produced by leonardo dicaprio
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stanislav szukalski 1893 1987 was an artist anthropologist and member of chicago s artistic
elite during the 1920s who spent his last years in obscurity today he is remembered for his
political and scientific views and his brilliant sculptures inner portraits provides a major
survey of his work as draftsman painter and sculptor

On the Meanings of Sculpture in Painting 2009
step by step techniques for modeling the portrait in clay firing meethods and mold making

Greek and Roman Portrait Sculpture 1978-11
this book begins with a specific problem the date style and iconography of a marble portrait
head identified as pyrrhos king of epeiros largely by collating with portraits on coins the
head is defined stylistically dated c 305 304 c 280 b c when the successors ruled as kings and
confirmed as pyrrhos further study of both coins and sculptures yields a fuller more complex
account of the portraiture of that period in historic context as well as style and also of the
periods directly before c 305 304 b c and after c 280 b c in the course of making comparisons
later hellenistic portraits are discussed as well

Roman and Early Byzantine Portrait Sculpture in Asia Minor
/cby Jale Inan and Elisabeth Rosenbaum 1966
from its establishment in 1648 until its disbanding in 1793 after the french revolution the
acad e royale de peinture et de sculpture was the centre of the parisian art world taking the
reader behind the scenes of this elite bastion of french art theory education and practice
this engaging study uncovers the fascinating histories official and unofficial of that
artistic community through an innovative approach to portraits their values functions and
lives as objects this book explores two faces of the acad e official portraits grant us
insider access to institutional hierarchies ideologies rituals customs and everyday
experiences in the acad e s louvre apartments unofficial portraits in turn reveal hidden
histories of artists personal relationships family networks intimate friendships and bitter
rivalries drawing on both art historical and anthropological frames of analysis this book
offers insightful interpretations of portraits read through and against documentary evidence
from the archives to create a rich story of people places and objects theoretically informed
rigorously researched and historically grounded this book sheds new light on the inner
workings of the acad e its discoveries and compelling narrative make an invaluable and
accessible contribution to our understanding of this pre eminent european institution and the
social lives of artists in early modern paris

The Renaissance Portrait 2011
this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united
states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and
distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the
work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved
reproduced and made generally available to the public to ensure a quality reading experience
this work has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly blends the
original graphical elements with text in an easy to read typeface we appreciate your support
of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant

Portrait Sculpture in South India 1931
g m a richter s monumental three volume work the portraits of the greeks was published in 1965
and quickly became the standard reference in the field shortly before her death richter
prepared a one volume edition of that classic work which has now been revised and updated by
the oxford scholar r r r smith
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The Egyptian Elite as Roman Citizens 2021-07-19
discussions and photographs of individual works reveal the main characteristics and
idiosyncrasies of traditional japanese portrait sculpture and its historical and stylistic
developments as seen within the context of its buddhist background

Roman Portraits 1948
examines the styles and contexts of portrait statues produced during the early hellenistic age

Inner Portraits 2000
the j paul getty museum journal 9 is a compendium of articles and notes pertaining to the
museum s permanent collections of antiquities paintings and sculpture and works of art this
volume includes an editorial statement by the journal s editors burton b fredericksen curator
of paintings jiří frel curator of antiquities and gillian wilson curator of decorative arts
conservation problems will be discussed along with the articles written by dietrich von
bothmer martha ohly dumm martin robertson r m cook bonnie m kingsley mario a del chiaro
maxwell l anderson fikret k yegül jiří frel catherine lees causey roy kotansky a e raubitschek
stanley m burstein stéphanie boucher jerry podany zdravko barov george r goldner maurizio
marini burton b fredericksen sir francis watson and adrian sassoon

Portrait Sculpting 2004-01-01
the first examination of alessandro vittoria in english this book is also the first devoted to
his work in over 35 years and provides a much needed analysis of the chronology and style of
vittoria s portrait busts vittoria was one of the greatest sculptors of 16th century italy and
the greatest portraitist in italian sculpture prior to bernini the book both clarifies the
work of a major renaissance artist and places it in context by explaining how vittoria who
produced portraits modelled on ancient roman busts was responding to cultural and political
forces which fostered a classicizing style in venice special attention is devoted to vittoria
s patrons many of whom were collectors of ancient art professor martin demonstrates that even
more than palladio s buildings the portrait busts of vittoria were the foremost expression of
classicism in renaissance venice

Royal Portraits in Sculpture and Coins 1995
this is the first monograph devoted to rembrandt s etched portraits of himself and his
contemporaries between 1633 and 1665 rembrandt etched less than two dozen formal portraits yet
this small body of work includessome of his most finely crafted and widely sought after prints
rembrandt depicted influential preachers of the remonstrant reformed and mennonite faiths as
well as prominent citizens such as the tax administrator jan wtenbogaert the wealthy
connoisseur jan six the physician arnout tholinxand the landscape painter jan asselijn most of
these men participated in a circle of artists poets and patrons who thought of themselves as a
dutch parnassus for this community of art lovers the celebration of individual character and
accomplishment in products ranging from imposing portrait sculptures to witty occasional
verses was a central preoccupation this book brings together contextual evidence such as
preparatory studies inscribed copies and literary responses of rembrandt s etched portraits

Acad?e Royale 2017-07-05

Portrait Sculpture in South India 2021-09-09

The Portraits of the Greeks 1984
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Japanese Portrait Sculpture 1977

Portrait Sculpture in South India 1993

Roman Portraits 1941

Early Hellenistic Portraiture 2007-09-24

Gaston Lachaise 1985

Roman Portraits in the J. Paul Getty Museum 1981-12-01

The J. Paul Getty Museum Journal 1981-01-01

Alessandro Vittoria and the Portrait Bust in Renaissance
Venice 1998

Rembrandt 2004
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